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ABSTRACT:    
 

This web application is an educational portal dedicated to provide free information on 
education, educational institution, courses, and other educational services in Ethiopia. The 
website consists of free online directory that contains very useful information on all schools, 
colleges & universities. The web portal also consists of helpful resources such as past 
examination question papers for schools, colleges and universities. This educational portal 
will help to communicate different state students with similar courses, so they can share their 
knowledge and other educational information interactively. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION   

Online courses and degree programmes are convenient and cheaper as compared to the 

traditional education courses. The best thing about online learning is that you can learn flexibly 

and also get certifications. You only need passion for learning and a quick online search will 

surely help you as a guide and mentor. This is also an educational web portal mainly designed 

for the residents and students of country Ethiopia. As the world is passionately using internet 

services in education, it is also very demanding and helpful for those who wish to learn in any 

circumstances. Our intention is to create a solution to support educational processes, which 

would also represent a publicly available knowledge base dedicated to the topic of knowledge 
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discovery. A portal makes the network resources (application, databases, etc) available to the 

end users. The user can access the portal via a web browser. The web portal as the type of 

knowledge management system provides a rich space to share and search information as well as 

communication services like content provision for the users. Goal of this paper is to propose a 

necessary tool for students in   different universities and colleges to help them in getting the 

required relevant information and resources from a single portal at right time. 

  
[2] LITERATURE SURVEY OR RELATED WORKS 

The University of Greenwich web Portal has been created to make it easier for their students to 

complete their studies, whilst also enhancing the Greenwich Experience. Students can use this 

web Portal to access their subject materials online, check their course details, access online 

library services and find out about other services offered which are not directly related to their 

studies. This was only for the students of one particular university. Online College Management 

System (OCMS) provides a simple interface for maintenance of student information. It can be 

used by any educational institute, colleges or university inorder to maintain the records of 

students easily. A web portal architecture for implementation in private universities in Nigeria 

was proposed with objectives such as controlling educational processes, providing access to 

educational resources, storing user details and information, ensuring security and data integrity, 

providing a user friendly environment for users and confidentiality. Primary schools are 

generally limited to urban areas and most of them are owned by the private sector and faith 

based organizations. Primary school consist of two cycles from age 7-10 years and from 11-14 

years for grades 1 to 4 and 5 to 10. Low enrolment rates in primary second cycle reveals the 

persistent challenge of reducing dropout and repetition for both boys and girls. The high level 

of illiteracy in the adult population is a barrier in achieving development goals. Improving adult 

literacy rates will also support other development goals. Despite great progress in the last few 

years, millions of children are still denied their right to education. Restrictions imposed on 

education is one of the possible ways of transmitting poverty from generation to 

generation. Every girl and every boy should have the right to a quality education so that they 

can have more chances in life, including employment opportunities, better health and also to 

participate in the political process. In times of high financial crisis or poverty, children are 

forced out of school, which contributes to higher drop-out rates and lower completion rates. 

Such students or citizens can learn their higher education from proposed kind of online 

facilities.   

 

[3] IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN EXISTING SYSTEM 

In current approach educational portals have lack of interactive communication means. Also 

there is no provision to search students from various university who work on same concept or 

working on similar idea or research. This causes more problem to gather or communicate 

students from a whole country. Current existing systems work different as per different 

university and it’s a big issue in current educational web portals. There is no any portal where 

student search for school or college using filters to get up-to-date result. All in one kind of a 

model is not yet freely available. Hence there is a need to focus on this aspect of education and 

learning.    
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[4] PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 After analysis of existing system we have tried to overcome  the drawbacks and added some 

new functionalities in proposed system. The system has been divided into various modules as 

defined below. 

1. Login Module:  The proposed system having a login module with purpose of access 

restriction to web portal based on users role type.  Based on users type functionality has 

provided. The module provide a three types of user’s role for login - Admin, students, collages 

or schools. 

 Student User:  This user type will provide a user to search students on portal and chat 

with them. Student user can also get profile page where she/he will change her/his info or can 

get access to FAQ portal where they can ask question or give an answer to any question on 

FAQ portal. 

 Admin User: admin user have full access to this portal where admin can 

add/delete/update and approve schools and colleges. Admin can add events regarding 

educational system or they can approve/disapprove the event details. 

 College/school user: The college/school user can add their college/school information 

regarding admission or jobs in their college/school. They can provide all information regarding 

their college/school. 

2. College/school search module:  In this module all registered users can search for  the 

registered schools or collages with specific filters like private or public schools/colleges. 

3. Search & Chat module: This is module for students to search various students across 

the country who has registered on this web portal and want to chat with them for education 

purpose. Students can search friends by their names or by their interest in various parts like for 

study or research or any project idea,etc.  

4. Project & study material module:   This module will provide a study material or 

projects regarding their academic years. In this portal students can sell their project and study 

material to other students. 

5. Examination Portal: This is portal where students users can give various subject’s 

online exam and add ranks to their profile. Students can give these exams for practice purpose 

also. 

6. Job Portal Module: This is module where college/schools or any other educational 

system will post their job vacancy news on this portal by approving the admin rules of this 

portal. 

 

 [5] CONCLUSION 

Upgraded and a better and efficient online portal system is described here. Availing the 

necessary and fruitful study materials , concepts, etc is already available in many of the web 

portals either free or paid. But for the determined students what is more important is to discuss 

their doubts, ideas with someone who is either professional, experienced or another colleague. 

Considering this aspect our idea is to implement a portal which is a complete packet with all 

pre-requisites along with a feature that supports interactive online chat. This will surely 

increase the interest in teaching learning process as well.    
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